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The state-of-the-art ab initio calculations are performed to study surface states on stepped Cu�111� surfaces
with the terrace widths ranging from 12 to 21 Å. In agreement with experiments of Hansmann et al. �Phys.
Rev. B 67, 121409�R� �2003��, close to the Fermi energy we reveal electronic states significantly affected by
repulsive potential at steps. Our calculations demonstrate that the position of such states is strongly dependent
on the terrace width. By using the Kronig-Penney model and ab initio results, the strength of potential barriers
at step edges is determined. It is shown that the strength of the confining barriers on Cu�111� vicinals can be
significantly affected by decoration of step edges with monatomic Fe wires, similar to recent experimental
findings of Shiraki et al. �Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 096102 �2004��. Spin-dependent scattering of surface electrons
at Fe wires is shown to result in the formation of spin-polarized surface states on stepped Cu�111� surfaces. The
majority states remain unaffected. A localization of the minority states at Fe wires suppresses the confinement-
like features of the local density of states.
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Vicinal surfaces of noble metals1 have been the object of
intense research for the past decade.2–10 This particular inter-
est is determined by several reasons. On the one hand, vici-
nal surfaces are very suitable objects for studying low-
dimensional nanostructures: they can be used as templates to
grow one-dimensional �1D� wires.11,12 On the other hand,
noble-metal surfaces support Shockley surface states. These
electronic states arise in the inverted L gap of a metal band;
they are well localized in the direction perpendicular to the
surface and exhibit dispersive quasi-two-dimensional �quasi-
2D� free-electron-like behavior.13 Surface states scatter
strongly at point defects, steps, etc., forming standing waves,
which can be observed by means of scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy �STM� and/or scanning tunneling spectroscopy
�STS� and studied using ab initio methods.14–16 Quasi-2D
surface states are confined within parallel steps. This was
obviously demonstrated by Bürgi et al..3 They built a quan-
tum resonator from two perfectly straight and parallel steps
on Ag�111� surface, measured the local density of states
�LDOS� inside it, and explained their results by a simple
Fabry-Pérot-like model. They also demonstrated that the
resonator was decoupled from its surrounding through the
absorption of surface-state electrons at steps. The coupling of
surface-state electrons to the bulk states can be rationalized
by the strength of confining potentials at the step edges. In
this manner, vicinal surfaces can be treated as an array of
confining potentials. Due to the surface-bulk coupling, the
strength of confining potentials depends on the exact struc-
ture of a vicinal surface. There is no such coupling on the flat
�111� substrate, and the coupling is small for vicinal surfaces
with a rather large terrace width. In this case, potential bar-
riers are large, all the terraces are decoupled, surface-state
electrons are confined to the terraces, and each step can be
treated as a quantum well �QW�.3–6,10 The coupling of sur-
face states with bulk states increases when the terraces get
narrower.6 This results in the reduction of confining poten-
tials, and surface-state electrons can propagate above the
vicinal surface.4–6 On Cu�111� vicinals, the switch from the
propagating states to the QW states starts at the terrace width

around 17 Å.4–6 It should be noted that such transition runs
continuously. Both of these states have the band bottom
shifted toward higher energies. While partially confined
propagating states have dispersive bands, QW states exhibit
a quantized band structure with a number of distinctively
visible energy levels. All these features were observed by
means of angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
�ARPES� and STM and/or STS.2,4–6,8,17

Hansmann et al. studied surface states on Cu�111� vicinals
in the transition region by means of STS and/or STM.8 They
performed measurements on surfaces with the terrace width
ranging from 16 up to 70 Å. The analysis of their results
yields two common features in all measured spectra: the first
is surface-state-like onset of the spectra and the second is a
broad but very distinct peak. The surface-state-like onset in-
dicates that Cu�111� extended 2D surface states still exist on
the considered vicinal surfaces, only partially affected by the
finite transparency of the step superlattice. The second fea-
ture, i.e., the peak, can originate either from a collective
coupling of propagating states to barriers at all the steps or
from local confinement of surface electrons to the terraces.
The peak should appear at the same energy for all terraces if
the overall “superlattice” effect dominates. Experiments,
however, revealed a clear dependence of the peak position on
the terrace width, even if measurements were performed at
adjacent terraces with different widths. This suggests that the
peak is formed by states the properties of which are deter-
mined by local confinement on a single terrace.

In the presence of adsorbates on stepped surfaces, inter-
esting phenomena can occur. Equidistant steps of vicinal sur-
faces provide a natural pattern for self-assembling low-
dimensional nanostructures. Adsorbates diffusing across
terraces of a vicinal surface can be trapped in the potential
minimum at the steps, forming structures of 1D nature. In
particular, Fe stripes were observed on Cu�111� �Ref. 11�; Co
wires are reported to grow on Pt�997�.12 Magnetic properties
of such low-dimensional nanostructures significantly depend
on various conditions and are the focus of research.18–20 On
the other hand, such nanostructures may affect a confining
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potential at steps of vicinal surface, changing surface states.
For instance, CO molecules adsorbed at step edges signifi-
cantly reduce confining potentials.7 Shiraki et al. have re-
cently reported on the same effect of Fe adatoms on surface
states of Au�111� vicinals.9,21 They fabricated Fe nanowires
at the steps of the vicinal Au�111� surfaces and examined the
surface electronic structure at room temperature by means of
ARPES. A set of QW levels typical to strongly confined
states was revealed on clean Au�788�. This picture remains
unaffected until the coverage of evaporated Fe is less than
0.04 monolayer, but then changes dramatically. Instead of the
set of QW levels, ARPES measurements demonstrated a
peak with a parabolic dispersion. It is suggested that Fe wires
attached to the Au steps behave as attractive scatterers, lead-
ing to the reduction of the repulsive potential at steps.

Our work is inspired by papers of Hansmann et al.8 and
Shiraki et al.9 At first, we investigate surface states of clean
Cu�111� vicinals by means of the ab initio Korringa-Kohn-
Rostoker �KKR� Green’s function method. Then we proceed
to the study of Cu�111� vicinals decorated with Fe wires and
demonstrate that localization of the minority surface-state
electrons at Fe wires results in the formation of spin-
polarized surface states.

The ab initio calculations are performed within the frame-
work of the local-density approximation of the density-
functional theory �DFT� using the KKR Green’s function
method.22,23 The key point of such an approach is that the
solution of the Kohn-Sham equations �and therefore the
ground-state density� can be formulated in terms of Green’s
function.23 The Green’s function of a perturbed system can
be found from that of the reference �unperturbed� system by
means of the Dyson equation. If there is a translational sym-
metry in the system, the Dyson equation can be written in the
momentum-space representation. Since a surface is treated as
a 2D perturbation of the infinite bulk,24 it is possible to cal-
culate spectral density maps �SDM’s� as a separate contribu-
tion at each point of the Brillouin zone to the entire Green’s
function.25 The detailed description of the theoretical back-
ground of the KKR Green’s function method and its appli-
cations can be found elsewhere.26–28 Herein we briefly list
the features of the particular KKR method realization we use.
In our calculations, potentials are assumed to be spherically
symmetric inside the Wigner-Seitz sphere30 �atomic sphere
approximation�, but a full charge density is used. Integration
over the energy is made in a complex plane, because in this
case the Green’s function is smooth and it allows to reduce
the integrating mesh significantly.31 Although DFT does not
account for properties of dynamical origin, it is an accurate
method to determine static quantities.29 Thermal fluctuation
may act to destroy a static magnetic order in the absence of
an external field. However, if fluctuations are rather slow,
nanowires would behave as magnetic ones for many practi-
cal purposes.32 For example, Gambardella et al.33 have dem-
onstrated that Co atomic chains on Pt�111� exhibit ferromag-
netic long-range order owing to the presence of anisotropy
barriers.

First, we consider surfaces vicinal to Cu�111�, namely,
Cu�332�, Cu�775�, Cu�443�, Cu�997�, and Cu�554�. Figure
1�a� depicts the LDOS calculated above the terrace center of
the considered surfaces. They can be directly compared with

LDOS calculated on flat Cu�111� surface, which is marked in
Fig. 1�a� by the shaded area. The LDOS onset corresponds to
the surface-state band bottom. A brief analysis of Fig. 1�a�
reveals that surface states of Cu�111� vicinal surfaces are
shifted toward higher energies in comparison to the flat
Cu�111�. A similar effect has been observed in the STS ex-
periments of Sánchez et al.2 and Hansmann et al.8 The cal-
culated LDOS of vicinal surfaces has another important fea-
ture. One can see broad but evident peaks similar to those
observed by Hansmann et al. In Fig. 1�a�, these peaks are
marked by arrows. Such a peak is not observed in the LDOS
of flat Cu�111� and its position strongly depends on a terrace
width. For instance, the peak is unoccupied on Cu�332� �L
=11.9 Å�, but it shifts under the Fermi level on Cu�775� �L
=14.1 Å�. The peak position versus the terrace width is plot-
ted in Fig. 1�b�. Our results are in good agreement with the
STS measurements.8 In particular, for Cu�443� and Cu�554�,
the calculated peak positions are equal respectively −0.17
and −0.3 eV, and corresponding experimental values are ap-
proximately −0.15 and −0.25 eV. It is important to note here
that STS experiments were performed on a vicinal surface
with inequivalent terraces of different widths. The overall
superlattice effect is, hence, suppressed and the peak posi-
tions are determined by local confinement. As a result, one
can observe shifts of the peak position even at adjacent ter-
races with different widths.8 Our ab initio results are ob-
tained for the infinite array of the equivalent terraces sepa-
rated by steps. Such a system actually should be treated as a
superlattice, and hence, the contribution to the peak of the
overall effect of all the confining potentials is significant.
The ratio of contributions to the LDOS peak arising due to
local confinement and overall superlattice effect can be ra-
tionalized in terms of the strength of confining potential at
the step edges. It can be done within the 1D Kronig-Penney
model.2,34

The simplest form of the 1D Kronig-Penny �KP� model is
derived if we consider the steps as a periodic array of
�-function potentials with the barrier strength U0a.35 In this

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� The LDOS calculated at the center of
terraces of Cu�332�, Cu�775�, Cu�443�, Cu�997�, and Cu�554�
stepped surfaces. The LDOS on flat Cu�111� surface is shown as
well. Two features of the LDOS on Cu�111� vicinals are visible: the
upward shift of surface-state onset and a broad, but evident peak
marked with arrows. With the increase of the terrace width, the
peak moves to lower energies. The peak position versus terrace
width is plotted in �b�.
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case, the dispersion relation for the electrons on vicinal sur-
faces can be written in terms of energy as

E�k�� = �2/�2m*L2��cos−1„�T�cos�k�L�… − ��2 + E0, �1�

where L is the terrace width, k� is the wave-vector compo-
nent parallel to the surface and perpendicular to the steps, m*

is the effective mass of the surface-state electrons, and E0 is
the bottom of the surface states on the infinite �111� surface.
The module of energy-dependent transmission coefficient �T�
and phase shift � can be obtained using the potential barrier
strength U0a as �T�2=1/ �1+ �q0 /q�2� and �=−tan−1�q0 /q�,
where q=��2m* /�2��E−E0� and q0= �m* /�2�U0a. The de-
scribed model has only one adjustable parameter, which is
the potential barrier strength U0a. It can be expressed using
Eq. �1� through the shift of the surface-state band bottom.

To obtain surface-state band bottoms, we plot SDM’s cal-
culated at the center of all the considered terraces. They are
shown in Figs. 2�a�–2�e�. The boundaries of the superlattice
Brillouin zone �reciprocal vectors k�=� /L� are marked in
Figs. 2�a�–2�e� with vertical dashed white lines. The bands
are back folded exactly at these positions. Since the KKR
Green’s function method does not operate with wave func-
tions and the bands cannot be obtained explicitly, the
surface-state band bottom should be extracted from the
SDM’s by the fitting procedure. This procedure is based on
the fact that SDM reaches its local maximum at the band. At
first, for a set of a fixed k�, we determine such local maxima
of the SDM. Because we use rather dense energy mesh, such
energies can be found accurately enough by means of para-
bolic interpolation of SDM data in the vicinity of its maxi-
mum value. Then we fit the obtained band by a polynomial
function of k� and extract the band bottom energy as the
minimum value of the polynomial. The resulting error is es-
timated to be within several meV. It should be emphasized
that this simple procedure can be successfully applied for the

interpolation of the band alone, but can yield wrong results
in the case of a complicated band structure.

The KP bands constructed according to the dispersion re-
lation �1� are visualized in Figs. 2�a�–2�e� upon the corre-
sponding SDM’s. The first KP bands fit the ab initio SDM’s
surprisingly good, but it is evident that the 1D KP model
gives increased gaps at k�=n� /L for all examined surfaces.
It can be explained by neglecting in this model the coupling
between surface and bulk states which takes place at the step
edges. Energies of the LDOS peaks are marked in Figs.
2�a�–2�e� with green arrows. It is clear that the LDOS peaks
are determined by areas of increased spectral density �bright
white spots� situated at the gap edges of the 1D KP model.
Such behavior of LDOS for 1D KP model was predicted by
Davis et al.34 The potential barrier strength U0a calculated
from Eq. �1� is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of the terrace
width with solid circles. The values determined by Sánchez
et al.2 and Hansmann et al.8 are also shown in Fig. 3. In
agreement with available experimental data, the barrier
strengths are around 1 eV Å and display a growth for smaller
terrace widths.6 One can see that the barrier strength exhibits
the minimum approximately at the terrace width equal to
18 Å. The increase of the barrier strength at large value of
the terrace width assumes that surface states get more con-
fined to the terrace, and therefore, it can be treated as the
evidence of the transition in the character of the states.

Let us now turn to the results on decorated Cu�111� vici-
nals. We performed calculations for Cu�332�, Cu�775�,
Cu�443�, Cu�997�, and Cu�554� surfaces decorated with
monatomic Fe wires. The total LDOS calculated at the center
of terraces are shown in Fig. 4�a�. The peaks marked in Fig.
4�a� by arrows are blurred but still visible and there is a
downward shift of the LDOS onset. To get a deeper insight
into the effect of Fe wires on surface-state electrons, we
investigate the minority and majority LDOS. As an example,
the minority and majority LDOS calculated at the center of

FIG. 2. �Color� Spectral den-
sity maps of �a� Cu�332�, �b�
Cu�775�, �c� Cu�443�, �d�
Cu�997�, and �e� Cu�554� surfaces
calculated using KKR Green’s
function method. Bands are back
folded exactly at boundaries of su-
perlattice Brillouin zone �recipro-
cal vectors k�=� /L are marked
with the vertical dashed white
lines�. The 1D KP model bands
are drawn by lines on the top of
the spectral density maps: red
solid curves correspond to the first
band of 1D KP approximation,
blue solid curves correspond to
the second one. The green arrows
correspond to the energies of the
LDOS peaks.
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Cu�443� surface terrace are shown in Fig. 4�b�. They can be
compared with a LDOS of the clean Cu�443� surface, which
is marked in Fig. 4�b� by the shaded area. It is evident that
the surface states on decorated Cu�111� vicinals become spin
polarized. The majority LDOS coincides with the LDOS of
the clean Cu�443� almost one to one, but the minority LDOS
is different: there is a blurred minimum, but the majority
states peak at −0.3 eV and a new broad peak appears at
−0.6 eV. As follows from Fig. 5�a�, the density of the minor-
ity surface states at −0.6 eV is a maximum near the Fe wires
and decreases at the center of the terrace. The LDOS calcu-
lated at the step of Cu�554� surface �1�, at the center of
Cu�554� terrace �2�, at the step edge �3�, and at the Fe wire
�Fe� are plotted in Fig. 5�b�. The peak at Fe wires is deter-

mined by d states and is not affected by the terrace width.
Such a picture suggests the localization of the minority
surface-state electrons at the Fe wires. On the other hand,
Gauyacq et al.36 have shown that localized states splitting off
the surface-state band bottom should appear whenever the
surface-state continuum is perturbed by an attractive poten-
tial, so one can expect that the majority states should also be
localized as was demonstrated for adatoms on the flat
Cu�111� surface.37–39 But there is no clear evidence of local-
ization of the majority electrons in Fig. 4�b�. To explain this
discrepancy, we should stress that Fe wires can significantly
modify the overlap between bulk and surface states. Ex-
change splitting of Fe electronic states may result in a spin-
dependent surface-bulk overlap and, hence, in different mi-
nority and majority surface electronic states. To confirm this
idea, we studied the majority and minority SDM’s calculated
at the center of the terrace. In both cases, we revealed the 1D
KP-like band structure: the majority SDM is the same as the
SDM of the corresponding clean vicinal surface; but the
band bottom of the minority surface states is situated at
−0.6 eV, lower than that on the flat Cu�111�. The Fe wire-
induced downward shift of the minority surface-state band
bottom cannot be adequately treated within the 1D KP model
�1�. Finally, the localization of the minority states at Fe wires
results in depopulation of states with the half wavelength
close to terrace width, localized at the center of the terrace.
Because these states are situated exactly at the gap edges, a
minimum in the minority LDOS appears at the energy of the
peak �see Fig. 4�.

In conclusion, by means of ab initio calculations we have
studied clean and decorated Cu�111� vicinals. In agreement
with previous experimental works,2,4–6,8,17 electronic states
significantly affected by repulsive potential at steps have
been found close to the Fermi energy. Our calculations have

FIG. 3. Dependence of the step barrier strength U0a on the
terrace width. The calculated values are drawn with solid circles.
The open circles and the triangle correspond to the values calcu-
lated by Sánchez et al. �Ref. 2� and by Hansmann et al. �Ref. 8�.
This dependence is in qualitative agreement with available experi-
mental data �Ref. 6�. The minimum at 18 Å can be explained by the
increased role of local confinement for larger terrace widths, and
therefore can be treated as the evidence of the transition in the
character of the surface states �Refs. 4–6�.

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� The total LDOS calculated at the
center of terraces of Cu�332�, Cu�775�, Cu�443�, Cu�997�, and
Cu�554� stepped surfaces decorated with monatomic Fe wires. The
LDOS on flat Cu�111� surface is drawn with the shaded area. The
peak features marked with arrows are less pronounced on clean
vicinal surfaces. �b� The spin-polarized LDOS calculated at the cen-
ter of the terrace of the decorated Cu�443� surface. The majority
LDOS �dashed curve� remains unaffected in comparison to the
LDOS on clean Cu�443� terrace. The minority LDOS �solid curve�
exhibits a broad peak at −0.6 eV.

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Spatial changes of the minority �solid
curve� and majority �dashed curve� LDOS at the peak energy
�E=−0.6 eV� along the terrace of Cu�554� surface with Fe wires.
�b� The spin-polarized LDOS calculated near the step �1�, at the
center of the terrace �2�, at the step edge �3�, and at Fe wires �Fe�.
The minority peak at −0.6 eV is most pronounced in the vicinity of
Fe wires and gets blurred at the center of the terrace. The peak at Fe
wires is determined by d states and is not affected by the terrace
width.
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demonstrated that the position of such states is strongly de-
pendent on the terrace width. The strength of the potential
barrier at the step edges has been found to be in good agree-
ment with experimentally determined values.2,6,8 It has been
shown that decoration of the steps with monatomic Fe rows
can significantly affect surface states on vicinal surfaces.
Surface states become spin polarized due to spin-dependent

scattering of surface-state and bulk electrons at Fe wires: the
majority surface states remain unaffected; the minority states
get localized at Fe wires. Such localization suppresses the
confinementlike features of LDOS.

This work was supported by Deutsche Forschungsge-
meinschaft �DFG SPP 1165�.
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